Measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry and extraction of sin 2 θ eff W in pp → Z/γ * + X → e + e − + X events produced at √ s = 1.96 TeV
(Dated: April 20, 2008) We present a measurement of the forward-backward charge asymmetry (AF B ) in pp → Z/γ * + X → e + e − + X events at a center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV using 1.1 fb −1 of data collected with the D0 detector at the Fermilab Tevatron collider. AF B is measured as a function of the invariant mass of the electron-positron pair, and found to be consistent with the standard model prediction. We use the AF B measurement to extract the effective weak mixing angle sin 2 θ eff W = 0.2326 ± 0.0018 (stat.) ± 0.0006 (syst.).
PACS numbers: 13.85.-t, 13 .38.Dg, 12.15.Mm, 12.38.Qk In the standard model (SM), the neutral-current couplings of the Z bosons to fermions (f ) at tree level are defined as
where θ W is the weak mixing angle, and g is the weak isospin component of the fermion and Q f its charge. The presence of both vector and axial-vector couplings in→ Z/γ * → ℓ + ℓ − gives rise to an asymmetry in the polar angle (θ) of the negatively charged lepton momentum relative to the incoming quark momentum in the rest frame of the lepton pair. The angular differential cross section can be written as
where A and B are functions dependent on I f 3 , Q f , and sin 2 θ W . Events with cos θ > 0 are called forward events, and those with cos θ < 0 are called backward events.
The forward-backward charge asymmetry, A F B , is defined as
where σ F/B is the integral cross section in the forward/backward configuration. We measure A F B as a function of the invariant mass of the lepton pair. To minimize the effect of the unknown transverse momenta of the incoming quarks in the measurement of the forward and backward cross sections, we use θ calculated in the Collins-Soper reference frame [1] . In this frame, the polar axis is defined as the bisector of the proton beam momentum and the negative of the anti-proton beam momentum when they are boosted into the rest frame of the lepton pair. The forward-backward asymmetry is sensitive to sin 2 θ eff W , which is an effective parameter that includes higher order corrections. The current world average value of sin 2 θ eff W at the Z-pole is 0.23149 ± 0.00013 [2] . Two sin 2 θ eff W measurements are more than two standard deviations from the world average value: that from the charge asymmetry for b quark production (A 0,b F B ) from the LEP and SLD collaborations [3] and that from neutrino and antineutrino cross sections from the NuTeV collaboration [4] . The A 0,b F B measurement is sensitive to the couplings of b quarks to the Z boson, and the NuTeV measurement is sensitive to the couplings of u and d quarks to the Z boson, as is the measurement presented here. Previous direct measurements of u and d quark couplings to the Z are of limited precision [5, 6] . Thus, modifications to the SM that would affect only u and d couplings are poorly constrained. In addition, A F B measurements at the Tevatron can be performed up to values of the dilepton mass exceeding those achieved at LEP and SLC, therefore becoming sensitive to possible new physics effects [7, 8] . Although direct searches for these new phenomena in the Z/γ * → ℓ + ℓ − final state have been recently performed by the CDF and D0 collaborations [9] , charge asymmetry measurements are sensitive to different combination of couplings, and can provide complementary information [10] .
The CDF collaboration measured A F B using 108 pb
of data in Run I [11] and 72 pb −1 of data in Run II [5] . This analysis uses 1066 ± 65 pb −1 of data [12] collected with the D0 detector [13] at the Fermilab Tevatron collider at a center-of-mass energy of 1.96 TeV to measure the A F B distribution and extract sin 2 θ eff W . To select Z/γ * events, we require two isolated electromagnetic (EM) clusters that have shower shapes consistent with that of an electron. EM candidates are required to have transverse momentum p T > 25 GeV. The dielectron pair must have a reconstructed invariant mass 50 < M ee < 500 GeV. If an event has both its EM candidates in the central calorimeter (CC events), each must be spatially matched to a reconstructed track in the tracking system. Because the tracking efficiency decreases with magnitude of the rapidity in the end calorimeter, events with one candidate in the central and one candidate in the end calorimeter (CE events) are required to have a matching track only for that in the central calorimeter. For CC events, the two candidates are further required to have opposite charges. For CE events, the determination of forward or backward is made according to the charge of the EM candidate in the central calorimeter. A total of 35,626 events remain after application of all selection criteria, with 16,736 CC events and 18,890 CE events. The selection efficiencies are measured using Z/γ * → ee data with the tag-probe method [14] , and no differences between forward and backward events are observed.
The asymmetry is measured in 14 M ee bins within the 50 < M ee < 500 GeV range. The bin widths are determined by the mass resolution, of order (3 − 4)%, and event statistics.
Monte Carlo (MC) samples for the Z/γ * → e + e − process are generated using the pythia event generator [15] using the CTEQ6L1 parton distribution functions (PDFs) [16] , followed by a detailed geant-based simulation of the D0 detector [17] . To improve the agreement between data and simulation, selection efficiencies determined by the MC are corrected to corresponding values measured in the data. Furthermore, the simulation is tuned to reproduce the calorimeter energy scale and resolution, as well as the distributions of the instanteneous luminosity and z position of the event primary vertex observed in data. Next-to-leading order (NLO) quantum chromodynamics (QCD) corrections for Z/γ * boson production [18, 19] are applied by reweighting the Z/γ * boson transverse momentum, rapidity, and invariant mass distributions from pythia.
The largest background arises from photon+jets and multijet final states in which photons or jets are misreconstructed as electrons. Smaller background contributions arise from electroweak processes that produce two real electrons in the final state. The multijet background is estimated using collider data by fitting the electron isolation distribution in data to the sum of the isolation distributions from a pure electron sample and an EM-like jet sample. The pure electron sample is obtained by enforcing tighter track matching requirements on the two electrons with 80 < M ee < 100 GeV. The EM-like jets sample is obtained from a sample where only one good EM cluster and one jet are back-to-back in azimuthal angle φ. The contamination in the EM-like jets sample from W → eν events is removed by requiring missing transverse energy / E T < 10 GeV. The average multijet background fraction over the entire mass region is found to be approximately 0.9%. Other SM backgrounds due to W + γ, W +jets, W W , W Z and tt are estimated separately for forward and backward events using pythia events passed through the geant simulation. Higher order corrections to the pythia leading order (LO) cross sections have been applied [19, 20, 21] . These SM backgrounds are found to be negligible for almost all mass bins. The Z/γ * → τ + τ − contribution is similarly negligible.
In the SM, the A F B distribution is fully determined by the value of sin 2 θ eff W in a LO prediction for the process→ Z/γ * → ℓ + ℓ − . The value of sin 2 θ eff W is extracted from the data by comparing the backgroundsubtracted raw A F B distribution with templates corresponding to different input values of sin 2 θ eff W generated with pythia and geant-based MC simulation. Although sin 2 θ eff W varies over the full mass range 50 < M ee < 500 GeV, it is nearly constant over the range 70 < M ee < 130 GeV. Over this region, we measure sin 2 θ eff W = 0.2321 ± 0.0018 (stat.) ± 0.0006 (syst.). The primary systematic uncertainties are due to the PDFs (0.0005) and the EM energy scale and resolution (0.0003). We include higher order QCD and electroweak corrections using the zgrad2 [22] program with the generatorlevel Z/γ * boson p T distribution tuned to match our measured distribution [23] . The effect of higher order corrections results in a central value of sin 2 θ eff W = 0.2326 [24] . Due to the detector resolution, events may be reconstructed in a different mass bin than the one in which they were generated. The CC and CE raw A F B distributions are unfolded separately and then combined. The unfolding procedure is based on an iterative application of the method of matrix inversion [25] . A response matrix is computed as R
F F ij
for an event that is measured as forward in M ee bin i to be found as forward and in bin j at the generator level. Likewise, we also calculate the response matrices for backward events being found as backward (R BB ij ), forward as backward (R F B ij ), and backward as forward (R BF ij ). Four matrices are calculated from the geant MC simulation and used to unfold the raw A F B distribution. The method was verified by comparing the true and unfolded spectrum generated using pseudo-experiments.
The data are further corrected for acceptance and selection efficiency using the geant simulation. The overall acceptance times efficiency rises from 3.5% for 50 < M ee < 60 GeV to 21% for 250 < M ee < 500 GeV.
The electron charge measurement in the central calorimeter determines whether an event is forward or backward. Any mismeasurement of the charge of the electron results in a dilution of A F B . The charge misidentification rate, f Q , is measured using geant-simulated Z/γ * → e + e − events tuned to the average rate measured in data. The misidentification rate rises from 0.21% at 50 < M ee < 60 GeV to 0.92% at 250 < M ee < 500 GeV. The charge misidentification rate is included as a dilution
The final unfolded A F B distribution using both CC and CE events is shown in Fig. 1 , compared to the pythia prediction using the CTEQ6L1 PDFs [16] and the zgrad2 prediction using the CTEQ5L PDFs [26] . The χ 2 /d.o.f. with respect to the pythia prediction is 16.1/14 for CC, 8.5/14 for CE, and 10.6/14 for CC and CE combined. The systematic uncertainties for the unfolded A F B distribution arise from the electron energy scale and resolution, backgrounds, limited MC samples used to calculate the response matrices, acceptance and efficiency corrections, charge misidentification and PDFs. The unfolded A F B together with the pythia and zgrad2 predictions for each mass bin can be found in Table I . The correlations between invariant mass bins are shown in Table II .
In conclusion, we have measured the forward-backward charge asymmetry for the pp → Z/γ * + X → e + e − + X process in the dielectron invariant mass range 50 -500 GeV using 1.1 fb −1 of data collected by the D0 experiment. The measured A F B values are in good agreement with the SM predictions. We use the A F B measurements in the range 70 < M ee < 130 GeV to determine sin 2 θ eff W = 0.2326 ± 0.0018 (stat.) ± 0.0006 (syst.). The precision of this measurement is comparable to that obtained from LEP measurements of the inclusive hadronic charge asymmetry [3] and that of NuTeV measurement [4] . Our measurements of sin 2 θ eff W in a dilepton mass region dominated by Z exchange, which is primarily sensitive to the vector coupling of the Z to the electron, and of A F B over a wider mass region, which is in addition sensitive to the couplings of the Z to light quarks, agrees well with predictions. With about 8 fb 
